Improved Controller Performance Yields
Dividends for Oil & Gas Company
Challenge

Reaching the Goal of Improved Controller Performance

A world leader in oil and gas production wanted to reduce

Control Performance Monitor was implemented at the

variability and increase stability of control loops at their

fractionation plant and employed to train on-site engineering and

fractionation plant to prepare for the implementation of an
Ad vanced Process Control system.

maintenance personnel in the techniques of control loop
performance assessment and long-term monitoring. The pre-

Solution

audit phase identified and prioritized poorly performing loops

They chose Control Performance Monitor, advanced application

among the 30 selected for analysis. In the remediation step, poor

services and staff training. The software allowed users to

controllers were retuned, controller structure was changed and

compare and document control loop performance in the unit

future maintenance was scheduled for sticky valves and faulty

before and after maintenance.

sensors. The post-audit allowed users to compare and document

Advantage


Improved visibility of data, highlighting room for

control loop performance in the unit before and after
maintenance.

improvement on over 30% of controllers

Tangible Results



Reduced variance by an average of 46%

Control Performance Monitor showed that the unit studied,



Improved production control, resulting in savings in
excess of $200,000 per year on one production train

although well-tuned, had approximately one third of the

Control Pe rformance Monitor is Powered b y Matri kon, which
represents vendor neutrality. This product wo rks with third party control s ystems and applications.

The Move to Condition-Based Maintenance
Production engineers from the company’s fractionation plant
approached Honeywell to discuss improving plant control
performance in preparation for the widespread implementation of
advanced process control (APC) at the site. Plants make a
significant investment in purchasing, implementing and
maintaining process control assets, with the ultimate goal of
maximizing the performance of a facility by running at or near
production and quality constraints. The performance of both
regulatory and advanced process controls are known to decay
over time, resulting in a direct, negative impact on plant operating
margins. To protect process control assets, many companies
have moved from scheduled maintenance to online, conditionbased maintenance practices.

controllers showing room for improvement. This is consistent with
comparable facilities, and in many cases, is above average. As a
result of controller tuning and remediation, there was a 46%
average reduction in variance for all audited controllers. An
analysis of variability in product compositions before and after
tuning indicated reduced variability on all audited loops. It wa s
determined that the greatest economic benefits lie in the
depropanizer overhead ethane and butane impurities. By
recovering more butane from the propane, and “giving away”
slightly more ethane in the propane product, benefits in excess of
$200K (USD) per year were generated on the production train.
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Figure 1: Control Performance Monitor Treeview

For more information:
For more information about Control
Performance Monitor, visit our website
www.honeywell.com/ps or contact your
Honeywell account manager.
www.matrikon.com
cpm@matrikon.com
Hone ywell Process Solutions
2500 W. Union Hills Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85027
Tel: 877.466.3993 or 602.313.6665
www.honeywell.com/ps
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